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HUIQI ZHOU
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
INTRODUCTION

Developer

· A full-stack web developer in training at DigitalCrafts, an immersive coding
school, with both front-end and back-end developing skills.
Designer

Innovator

· A freelance graphic designer with 9 years of experience in designing a variety of
visual materials.
· An insightful innovator who holds a unique perspective on literature, art,
anthropology, and multi-cultural communication.

FEATURED PROJECTS
· Gourmate | http://gourmate.huiqizhou.com (individual)
GitHub: https://github.com/blancazhq/gourmate
-Full-stack food-sharing web application built with React and Redux
-Functionality includes meal searching, user authentication, meal requesting and
approving, messaging within the app, and making payment
-Uses elements of React, Redux, Node.js, Express and PostgreSQL
· Smarta | http://marta.huiqizhou.com (group)
GitHub: https://github.com/dc-feb-2017-cohort/AHAI
-A web app that displays businesses along the entire Marta bus or train route or
near a specific stop in either map or table view
-My role in this group project included most of the front-end design and
programming, and part of the back-end data manipulation
-Built using HTML, CSS, Handlebars, Node.js, Express and PostgreSQL
· Languagefacts | https://www.npmjs.com/package/languagefacts (individual)
GitHub: https://github.com/blancazhq/language_facts
-A promise-style Node.js module that fetches facts about spoken languages as well
as the language composition of most countries
-Data is dynamically pulled from Wikipedia tables, showcasing my ability to manage
complicated datasets, higher order functions and recursions
-Built with Node.js, Bluebird, Fuse.js and Lodash

EDUCATION
DigitalCrafts
(Immersive coding school)
2017 - Current

EXPERIENCE
· Freelance Designer and Artist (2008-present)
- designed cover and typesetting of a published Chinese textbook
- designed a multitude of posters, brochures, invitation, postcards, and flyers
- gave presentations and lectures on design
· Chinese-English Interpreter (2015-2017)

Indiana University
(MA in Chinese literature)
2012 - 2017
Beijing Language and Culture University
(BA in Chinese education)
2008 - 2012

CONTACT
Portfolio: http://huiqizhou.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/huiqizhou-1bb83178/
GitHub: www.github.com/blancazhq
Email: huiqizhou1989@gmail.com
Phone: 812-272-7492

- interpret consecutively in various subjects including government, insurance,
finance, law enforcement, business, 911, court, etc.
- developed strong problem-solving skills through daily interactions with a diverse
clientele
· College-level Chinese instructor (2010-2015)
- taught all levels of Chinese classes to college students
- developed teaching and training ability and analytical and critical thinking

SKILLSET
FRONT END:

BACK END:

DESIGN:

LANGUAGE:

HTML

Node.js

Photoshop

English

CSS

Express

Illustrator

Chinese

JavaScript

PostgreSQL

InDesign

Bootstrap
Vue.js
React

